Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a new class of reinforcement learning methods referred to as staged multi-armed bandits (S-MAB). In S-MAB the learner proceeds in rounds, each composed of several stages, in which it chooses an action and observes a feedback signal. Moreover, in each stage, it can take a special action, called the stop action, that ends the current round. After the stop action is taken, the learner collects a terminal reward, and observes the costs and terminal rewards associated with each stage of the round. The goal of the learner is to maximize its cumulative gain (i.e., the terminal reward minus costs) over all rounds by learning to choose the best sequence of actions based on the feedback it gets about these actions. First, we define an oracle benchmark, which sequentially selects the actions that maximize the expected immediate gain. This benchmark is known to be approximately optimal when the reward sequence associated with the selected actions is adaptive submodular. Then, we propose our online learning algorithm, named Feedback Adaptive Learning (FAL), and show (i) a problem-independent confidence bound on the performance of the selected actions, (ii) a finite regret bound that holds with high probability, (iii) a logarithmic bound on the expected regret. S-MAB can be used to model numerous applications, ranging from personalized medical screening to personalized web-based education, where the learner does not obtain rewards after each action, but only after sequences of actions are taken, intermediate feedbacks are observed, and a final decision is made based on which a terminal reward is obtained. Our illustrative results show that S-MAB can be used to model medical screening, and FAL outperforms the existing approaches in this field.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications involving sequential decision making under uncertainty can be formalized as multi-armed bandits (MAB): clinical trials [1] , dynamic spectrum access [2] - [4] , cognitive compressive sensing [5] , recommender systems [6] and web advertising [7] , [8] etc. A common assumption in all these problems is that each decision step involves taking an action after which a reward is observed. (MAB extensions also allow for settings in which the rewards are missing, delayed or erroneous or multiple actions are taken simultaneously.) However, in numerous applications such as humanoid robot locomotion [9] , online education [10] , [11] and healthcare [12] , each decision step involves taking multiple actions (e.g. selecting various educational materials to display or various tests to be performed) whose reward is only revealed after the entire action sequence is completed and a decision is made to stop the action sequence and (possibly) take a final action (e.g. take a final exam, perform a surgery or finalize a treatment decision).
For instance, in personalized online education, a sequence of materials can be used to teach or remind students the key concepts of a course subject. While the final exam is used as a benchmark to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the given sequence of teaching materials, a sequence of intermediate feedbacks like students' performance on quizzes, homework grades, etc., can be used to guide the teaching examples online. Similarly, in personalized healthcare, a sequence of treatments is given to a patient over a period of time. The overall effectiveness of the treatment plan depends on the given treatments as well as their order [12] . Moreover, the patient can be monitored during the course of the treatment which yields a sequence of feedbacks about the selected treatments, while the final outcome is only available after the entire sequence of treatments is completed.
In conclusion, in such sequential decision making problems the order of the taken actions matters. Moreover, the feedback available after each taken action drives the action selection process. We call online learning problems exhibiting the aforementioned properties staged multi-armed bandits (S-MAB). An S-MAB problem proceeds in rounds ρ = 1, 2, . . . composed of multiple stages, in which the learner selects actions sequentially in stages, one after another, with each action belonging to the action set A. After each taken action a ∈ A, a feedback f ∈ F is observed about the taken action. Based on all its previous observations in that round, the learner either decides to continue to the next stage by selecting another action or selecting a stop action which ends the current round and starts the next round. Hence, the number of stages in each round is a decision variable. The rewards and losses in a round are observed only after the stop action is taken. The goal of the learner is to maximize its total expected gain (i.e., the terminal reward minus costs) over all rounds by learning to choose the best action sequence given the feedback. An illustration that shows the order of stages, gains and rounds is given in Fig. 1 .
The contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a new online learning model called S-MAB. S-MAB covers other learning models including the online adaptive submodular maximization problem [13] as special cases.
• For the offline S-MAB problem, we propose a benchmark which selects the next action by maximizing the immediate gain.
• We propose the Feedback Adaptive Learning (FAL) algorithm as a solution to the S-MAB problem.
• We prove (i) a problem-independent confidence bound on the gains of the sequence of actions chosen by FAL, (ii) a finite regret bound that holds with high probability, (iii) a logarithmic in the number of rounds bound on the expected regret.
• We perform experiments on FAL by formulating a medical screening scenario as an S-MAB, and compare the performance of FAL with existing methods. Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem formulation, and the definitions of the benchmark and the regret are given in Section II. The learning algorithm is introduced in Section III. Regret analysis of this algorithm is provided in Section IV. Illustrative results on a medical screening application is given in Section V. Related work is given in Section VI, followed by the concluding remarks given in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notation
Unless noted otherwise, sets are denoted by calligraphic letters, vectors are denoted by boldface letters and random variables are denoted by capital letters. We use | · | to denote the cardinality of a set or sequence. Cardinality of a set E is denoted by S E := |E|. The set of positive integers up to integer t is denoted by [t] . E p [·] denotes the expectation with respect to probability distribution p. I(E) denotes the indicator function of event E which is one if E is true and 0 otherwise. For a set E, ∆(E) denotes the set of probability distributions over E. Unless noted otherwise, all inequalities that involve random variables hold with probability one.
B. Problem Description
The learner proceeds in discrete rounds indexed by ρ. Each round is composed of multiple stages indexed by t. Each stage corresponds to a decision epoch in which the learner can choose an action from a finite set of actions denoted bȳ A. There are two types of actions inĀ: (i) continuation actions which move the learner to the next stage and allow it to acquire more information (feedback), (ii) a terminal action (also named as the stop action) which ends the current round and yields a terminal reward.
The set of continuation actions is denoted by A. The maximum number of stages in a round is l max < ∞, which means that the stop action must be selected in at most l max stages. After an action a ∈ A is selected in a stage t, the learner observes a feedback f ∈ F before moving to the next stage, where F denotes the set of all feedbacks.
Let a [t] := (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a t ) denote a length t sequence of continuation actions and f [t] := (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f t ) denote a length t sequence of feedbacks. Let
A denote the set of length t sequences of continuation actions and
F denote the set of length t sequences of feedbacks. Set of all continuation action sequences is denoted by A all := lmax−1 t=1
A t and the set of all feedback sequences is denoted by F all = lmax−1 t=1
At each stage, the system is in one of the finitely many states, where the set of states is denoted by X .
When action a is chosen in stage t, the feedback it generates depends on the state of the system in that stage. Specifically, we assume that f t ∼ p t,x,a ∈ ∆(F), where p t,x,a denotes the probability distribution of the feedback given the stagestate-action triplet (t, x, a). Let φ t : X × A × F → X be the state mapping which encodes every state-action-feedback triplet to one of the states in X . Since the feedback is random, the next state is not a deterministic function of the previous state. Moreover, the state transition probabilities are stage dependent. 1 The expected cost of action a in stage t when the state is x is given by c t,x,a ∈ [0, c max ]. The expected terminal reward in stage t when the state is x is given by r t,x ∈ [0, r max ]. The ex-ante terminal reward of the triplet (t, x, a) is defined as y t,x,a := E ft∼pt,x,a [r t+1,φt(x,a,ft) ] which gives the expected terminal reward of stopping at stage t + 1 after choosing action a in stage t and before observing the feedback f t . For the stop action the cost is always zero and
The gain of an action a ∈Ā in stage t when the state is x is defined as g t,x,a := y t,x,a − c t,x,a .
At each round ρ, the learner chooses a sequence of actions 
We assume that the learner knows the state mapping and can compute the state of the system at any stage by using the actions taken and feedbacks observed in the previous stages. The learner does not know the feedback, cost and terminal reward distributions. The goal of the learner is to maximize its cumulative gain over the rounds by repeated interaction with the system.
Observe terminal rewards: R 
C. The Benchmark
Since the number of possible action and feedback sequences is exponential in l max , it is very inefficient to learn the best action sequence by separately estimating the expected gain of each action sequence a ∈ A all . In this section we propose a benchmark (given in Algorithm 1) whose action selection strategy can be learned quickly.
Algorithm 1 Benchmark
Require: A, X , lmax 1: while ρ ≥ 1 do 2:
if (stop ∈ arg max a∈Ā gt,x t ,a) || (t = lmax) then 5:
Select a * t from arg max a∈A gt,x t ,a 8:
Observe feedback ft 10: Set xt+1 = φt(xt, a * t , ft)
11:
end while 13: Observe the costs C *
Collect terminal reward RT * ρ 15:
The benchmark 2 incrementally selects the next action based on the past sequence of feedbacks and actions. If the stop action is not taken up to stage t, the benchmark selects its action in stage t according to the following rule: Assume that the state in stage t is x. If g t,x,stop ≥ g t,x,a for all a ∈ A (which implies that r t,x ≥ y t,x,a − c t,x,a for all a ∈ A), then the benchmark selects the stop action in stage t. Otherwise, it decides to continue for one more stage by selecting one of the actions a ∈ A which maximizes g t,x,a .
Let a ) be the terminal reward sequence observed, and R * ρ T * ρ be the terminal reward collected by the benchmark in round ρ, where T * ρ is the stage in which the stop action is selected. The cumulative expected gain, i.e., the expected terminal reward minus costs, of the benchmark in the first n rounds is equal to
D. Performance of the Benchmark for Special Cases
In this section we evaluate the performance of the benchmark under some special cases.
The benchmark vs. the best fixed sequence: Although the benchmark may not always select the optimal action sequence, it can perform better than the best fixed action sequence that is not adapted based on the observed feedbacks. This is illustrated in the following example: Consider a medical application where A = {a, b} is the set of treatments, F = {−1, 1} is the outcome of an individual treatment, c a = c b = 1 are the costs of administering treatments a and b, and l max = 3. Assume that the state in stage t is defined as the sequence of all actions chosen and feedbacks observed prior to stage t. For the simplicity of notation, for length t − 1 sequence of actions and feedbacks a and f , let r a,f := r t,(a,f ) .
Assume that the expected patient recovery scores are given as follows: r (a,a),(f1,f2) = 0, r (b,b),(f1,f2) = 0 and r (b,a),(f1,f2) = 0 for any
Let Pr(f |a) denote the probability that feedback sequence f is observed for the action sequence a. Assume that we have Pr(1|a) = 0.5, Pr(1|b) = 0.5, Pr((
The benchmark selects a in the first stage. Then, if feedback is −1 it selects b in the second stage before selecting the stop action. Else, it selects the stop action after the first stage. Hence, the expected reward of the benchmark in a round is
The best fixed action sequence is (a, b) which gives an expected reward that is equal to 0.3
Approximate optimality of the benchmark in adaptive monotone submodular S-MAB problems: Consider a special case of the S-MAB problem in which: (i) action selection costs are set to zero, i.e., c t,x,a = 0, (ii) l max ≤ SĀ, (iii) if an action is selected in stage t it cannot be selected in the future stages, (iv) a state s a ∈ {−1, 1} is associated with each action a ∈ A, and the joint state vector s = {s a } a∈A ∈ {−1, 1} S A is sampled independently from some fixed distribution at the beginning of each round. These assumptions reduce our problem to the adaptive submodular maximization problem studied in [13] , [17] .
In [13] , the function to be maximized is given as h : S A . For an observation vector y ∈ Y, y a = 0 implies that action a is not selected, and y a = i, i ∈ {−1, 1} implies that action a is selected and y a = s a is observed. Let dom(y) denote the set and l(y) denote the number of actions selected according to observation vector y. They define the greedy policy for maximizing h as π g , such that given an observation vector y, it selects the action
where E s∼y denotes conditional distribution of s given y. By linearity of conditional expectation (1) can be re-written as
Note that the second term in the above equation does not depend on the choice of a ∈ A − dom(y). Hence, π g can equivalently be defined as
For a given feedback sequence f , let y(f ) be the observation vector that corresponds to f . If f includes the feedback for action a, then y a (f ) corresponds to this feedback, which is in {−1, 1}. Otherwise, y a (f ) = 0. Also, for an observation vector y, let s(E) denote the states of actions in E ⊂ A. It is natural to assume in the setting of [13] that h(dom(y) ∪ {a}, s) only depends on the states of the actions in dom(y) ∪ {a}. In [13] , an example of this is given for the maximum coverage problem. Moreover, it is assumed that the state of each action is drawn independently of the other actions. When the assumptions above hold (2) becomes
Let t = S dom(y) and A t = dom(y) be the set of actions selected in the first t stages. The above definition is equivalent to our benchmark if we define the state as the pair (dom(y), s(dom(y))). Then, the ex-ante terminal reward of action a ∈ A − dom(y) becomes
It is shown in [17] that the greedy policy is guaranteed to obtain at least 1 − 1/e of the expected reward of the optimal policy. Now consider our benchmark in this setting. Since it is known that c t,x,a = 0, our benchmark will only stop after all actions in A are selected once. Therefore, our benchmark is 1 − 1/e approximately optimal for this special case.
E. Definition of the Regret
The (random) regret of a learning algorithm which selects the action sequence a ρ and observes the feedback sequence f ρ in round ρ with respect to the benchmark in the first n rounds is given by
When we take expectation of (4) over all sources of randomness, we obtain the expected regret, which is equivalent to
Any algorithm whose expected regret increases at most sublinearly, i.e., E[R(n)] = O(n γ ), 0 < γ < 1, in the number of rounds will converge in terms of the average reward to the average reward of the benchmark as n → ∞. In the next section we will propose an algorithm whose expected regret increases only logarithmically in the number of rounds and polynomially in the number of stages.
III. A LEARNING ALGORITHM FOR THE S-MAB PROBLEM
In this section we propose Feedback Adaptive Learning (FAL) (pseudocode given in Fig. 2) , which learns the sequence of actions to select based on the observed feedbacks to the actions taken in previous stages of a round (as shown in Fig.  1 ). In order to minimize the regret given in (5), FAL balances exploration and exploitation when selecting the actions.
FAL keeps the sample mean estimatesĝ ρ t,x,a of the gains g ρ t,x,a of the actions a ∈Ā and the sample mean estimateŝ r ρ t,x of the terminal rewards r ρ t,x for all stage-state pairs (t, x). Using the definition of the gain for the stop action it setŝ g ρ t,x,stop =r ρ t,x for all (t, x). In addition to these, FAL also keeps the following counters: N ρ t,x which counts the number of times stage-state pair (t, x) is observed 3 prior to round ρ, and N ρ t,x,a which counts the number of times action a ∈Ā is selected after stage-state pair (t, x) is observed prior to round ρ.
Next, we explain the operation of FAL. Consider stage t of round ρ. If FAL has not selected the stop action yet, using its knowledge of the state x ρ t , it calculates the following upper confidence bounds (UCBs):
for the actions inĀ, where conf ρ t,x ρ t ,a denotes the confidence number for the triplet (t, x, a), which is given as
for a ∈ A and
where
, then FAL selects the stop action in stage t. Otherwise, FAL selects one of the actions in A with the maximum UCB, i.e.,
After selecting the action in stage t, FAL observes the feedback f
Algorithm 2 Feedback Adaptive Learning (FAL)
Require: A, X , lmax, σ, δ
Initialize counters: Nt,x = 0, Nt,x,a = 0, ∀t ∈ [lmax], ∀x ∈ X , ∀a ∈ A, and ρ = 1. Initialize estimates:rt,x = 0,ĝt,x,a = 0, ∀t ∈ [lmax], ∀x ∈ X , ∀a ∈ A. 1: while ρ ≥ 1 do 2:
Calculate UCBs: ut,x t ,a =ĝt,x t ,a + conft,x t ,a, ∀a ∈Ā, where conft,x t ,a is given in (6) and (7) 5:
if (stop ∈ arg max a∈Ā ut,x t ,a) || (t = lmax) then 6: at = stop, Tρ = t // BREAK 7:
Select at from arg max a∈A ut,x t ,a 9:
end if 10: Observe feedback ft 11: Set xt+1 = φt(xt, at, ft) 12:
end while 14: Observe the costs C 
IV. PERFORMANCE BOUNDS FOR FAL
We will bound the regret of FAL by bounding the number of times that it will take an action that is different from the action selected by the benchmark.
Let
We assume the following condition on the gains of the actions.
Assumption 2. For any stage-state pair (t, x):
Assumption 2 implies that
be the event that the sample mean gains are within c ρ t,x,a of the expected gains. The following lemma bounds the probability that E conf happens.
Proof. Fix any stage-state-action triplet (t, x, a). Let
By replacing δ term in (13) and (15) given in Appendix A with δ/(l max S X SĀ), we get Pr(E conf (t, x, a)) ≥ 1−δ/(l max S X SĀ) (details can be found in Appendix A). This implies that Pr(E c conf (t, x, a)) ≤ δ/(l max S X SĀ) for all t ∈ [l max ], x ∈ X and a ∈Ā. Using a union bound, we get
The next lemma upper bounds the number of times each action can be selected.
Lemma 2.
On event E conf we have
∀x ∈ X , ∀a ∈Ā.
Proof. For ρ = 1, the result is trivial. For ρ > 1, the proof proceeds in a way that is similar to the proof of Lemma 6
in [18] . Firstly, assume that action a ∈Ā is selected in stage t ∈ [T ρ ] of round ρ when the state is x. Sincê
on event E conf , usinĝ
and the definition of ∆ t,x,a , we obtain conf ρ t,x,a ≥ ∆ t,x,a /2. Substituting the values in (6) and (7) into conf ρ t,x,a and using the fact that (
Finally, assume that the s := stop action is selected in stage t = T ρ of round ρ when the state is x. Let and the definition of ∆ t,x,a , we obtain conf ρ t,x,s ≥ ∆ t,x,s /2. This implies that (10) also holds for a = stop.
Next, we use the a lemma from [19] to bound (10) , which also also given in Appendix B. From (10) we obtain
Since 1 + N ρ t,x,a ≥ 1, we substitute a = ∆ The result is obtained by substituting this into (11) .
As a corollary of Lemma 2 we derive the following bound on the confidence of the actions selected by FAL.
Corollary 1. (Confidence bound on the actions chosen by FAL). With probability at least
Proof. The result follows by a simple application of (8) and (9) on event E conf . , which are known by the learner at the time a ρ t is selected. Consider any algorithm that deviates from the benchmark for the first time in stage-state pair (t, x) by choosing action a that is different from the action that will be chosen by the benchmark at (t, x). Let µ * t,x be the maximum expected gain that can be acquired by the benchmark starting from stagestate pair (t, x). 4 Let µ t,x,a be the minimum expected gain that can be acquired by any algorithm by choosing the worstsequence of actions starting from stage-state pair (t, x) after chosing action a. We define the deviation gap in stage-state pair (t, x) as Ω t,x,a := µ * t,x − µ t,x,a . The following theorem show that the regret of FAL is bounded with probability at least 1 − δ. Theorem 1. (High probability regret bound for FAL) With probability at least 1 − δ, the regret given in (4) is bounded by
Proof. The proof directly follows by summing the result of Lemma 2 among all stage-state-action triplets (t, x, a).
The bound given in Theorem 1 does not depend on n. This bound can be easily converted to a bound on the expected regret by setting δ = 1/n in FAL.
Theorem 2. When FAL is run with δ = 1/n, its expected regret given in (5) is bounded by
where Ω max = max t,x,a Ω(t, x, a).
Proof. Consider Theorem 1. With probability δ, the regret is bounded above by nΩ max . With probability 1 − δ, the regret is bounded by this theorem's main statement. The result is obtained by applying the law of total expectation.
Theorem 2 shows that the expected regret of FAL is O(log n). Although the constant terms given in Theorems 1 and 2 depend on unknown parameters ∆ t,x,a and Ω t,x,a , FAL does not require the knowledge of these parameters to run and to calculate its confidence bounds. From the expressions in Theorems 1 and 2, it is observed that the regret scales linearly with Ω t,x,a /∆ 2 t,x,a , which is a term that indicates the hardness of the problem. If the suboptimality gap ∆ 2 t,x,a is small, FAL makes more errors by choosing a / ∈ O t,x when it tries to follow the benchmark. This results in a loss in the expected gain that is bounded by Ω t,x,a .
Next, we consider problems in which deviations from the benchmark in early stages cost more than deviations from the benchmark at later stages.
Using this assumption, the following result is derived for the expected regret of FAL.
Corollary 2. If Assumption 1 holds, and FAL is run with δ = 1/n, we have
t,x,a ) Remark 1. FAL adaptively learns the expected gains of action and feedback sequences that correspond to stopping at various stages. Although our model allows at most l max actions to be taken in each round, the actual number of actions taken may be much lower than this value depending on the expected costs c t,x,a . High costs implies a decrease in the marginal benefit of continuation, which implies that the benchmark may take the stop action earlier than the case when costs are low.
Remark 2.
The state-space model we proposed is very general, and as we stated in Section III-B, includes the adaptive monotone submodular problem [13] , [17] as a special case.
The state-space model of S-MAB generalizes these problems in a way that the distribution of feedback given the action also depends on the state of the system. Although, the regret bound of FAL increases polynomially in the size of the state-space, for many interesting applications of the S-MAB, the state-space is small. For instance, consider the breast cancer treatment example in [20] . In this example, X has only four states: no cancer, in suti cancer, invasive ductal carcinoma, dead.
5 A is the set of treatment options, and F is the feedback set, which can be the reduction in tumor size given a particular treatment in a particular state.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section we model a medical screening application using S-MAB and compare FAL with other state-of-the-art algorithms.
A. Dataset Description
We use the Electronic Health Record (EHR) dataset from [21] , which includes de-identified data of patients that took screening tests at the UCLA medical center. The patients received multiple breast cancer screening tests which consist of regular check-ups as well as follow-up tests insisted by clinicians. The dataset is composed of 24,484 patients out of which 660 (2.68%) is positively diagnosed with breast cancer.
For each patient, the dataset contains 8 patient features that are risk factors for the breast cancer: age, gender, breast density, family history of breast cancer in first-degree relatives, age at first childbirth, age at menarche, the number of previous biopsies, and an indicator of multiple similar cancer findings. Moreover, each patient has a binary label indicating whether the patient is found out to have breast cancer or found out to be negative or benign status.
In this setting, there are three modalities of the breast screening tests, which correspond the actions in S-MAB: mammogram, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging. Each screening test has associated breast imaging reporting and data system (BI-RADS) scores which range from 1 through 6. BI-RADS score assessments are given in Table I . Highly suggestive of malignancy 6
Known biopsy with proven malignancy
B. Simulation Setup
In this section, we describe how FAL and the competing benchmarks are simulated on the dataset described above.
1) Actions, feedbacks, states, rewards and costs: A round consists of multiple stages, where a screening test is applied at each stage. It is assumed that each modality can be used at most once for each patient (in each round). Thus, the set of actions at the beginning of a round are A = {MG, US, MR}, where MG, US, and MR stands for the mammogram, ultrasound, and MRI screening tests, respectively. Hence l max = 4. The feedback in a stage is set to be the BI-RADS score from the screening test administered at that stage.
For each patient, X consists of four states: very unlikely to have cancer, unlikely to have cancer, likely to have cancer, and very likely to have cancer. For each round, the initial state is decided by how many criteria the patient's features meet for the risk factor of the breast cancer. For example, if the patient has high breast density, multiple family histories of breast cancer, earlier age at menarche, and previous experience of biopsies, the patient's initial state is set to very likely to have cancer. After each screening test, the state of the patient changes based on a simple rule which depends on the feedback BI-RADS score. If the feedback BI-RADS score is 1, 2, 3, or 4 or more, the patient's next state becomes very unlikely, unlikely, likely, and very likely states, respectively.
The terminal rewards for detection, missed detection and false alarm are set in a way that finding the actual cancer is much more important than finding the actual negative or benign cases. The cost of MG is set to be lower than the costs of US and MR.
C. Algorithm and Benchmarks 1) FAL: Since it is assumed that each modality can be used at most once for each patient, FAL is modified in a way that it cannot select the same action in a round more than once. When the stop action is selected, a decision tree predicts whether the patient has cancer or not using the BI-RADS scores observed in all stages.
2) Clinical guideline benchmark (CGB): In the first stage of a round, CGB always recommends MG. Then, in addition to MG, it recommends ultrasound to patients with high breast density and MR to patients who are categorized as high-risk patients based on their contexts. After the BI-RADS scores of all stages are observed, CGB predicts malignant if at least one BI-RADS score is greater than or equal to 4.
3) Contextual bandit benchmark (CBB): The context is taken to be the initial state of the patient, which can take one of the four possible values. Each action for CBB corresponds to a permutation of non-empty subsets of A. CBB runs a different instance of the UCB1 algorithm [22] for each context. After the BI-RADS scores are observed by the chosen action, CBB uses the same decision tree as FAL to predict whether the patient has cancer or not. Table II and Fig. 2 summarize the average performance of the considered algorithms. FAL achieves 0.27 gain in true positive rate (TPR) and 0.061 gain in positive predictive value (PPV) compared to CBB, and 0.038 gain in TPR and 0.294 gain in PPV compared to CGB. In addition. we also observe that FAL has the highest average utility, which is defined as the average terminal reward minus the average cost. From Fig.  2 , it is observed that FAL is strictly better than its competitors in both TPR and PPV. VI. RELATED WORK A. Combinatorial, Semi and Matroid Bandits S-MAB is related to various existing classes of MAB with large action sets. These include combinatorial bandits [23] - [25] , combinatorial semi-bandits [26] , matroid bandits [27] , and bandits in metric spaces [28] . In these works, at each time, the learner (simultaneously) chooses an action tuple and obtains a reward that is a function of the chosen action tuple. Unlike these works, in S-MAB actions in a round are chosen sequentially, and the previously chosen actions in a round guide the action selection process within that round. The differences between S-MAB and these various classes of MAB are given in Table III.   TABLE III: Comparison of S-MAB with combinatorial, semi and matroid bandits.
D. Results
[23]- [27] S-MAB Arm selection multiple -simultaneous multiple -sequential in each round Reward in sum of rewards general function of each round of selected arms selected arms and observed feedbacks Action sequence fixed and limited variable, not limited length by action set size by action set size
B. Bandits with Knapsacks
Another related strand of literature studies MAB with knapsacks [29] , [30] . In these problems, there is a budget, which limits the number of times a particular action can be selected. The goal is to maximize the total reward given the budget constraints. However, similar to standard MAB problems, in these problems it is also assumed that the reward is immediately available after each selected action, and the current reward only depends on the current action unlike S-MAB in which the current reward depends on a sequence of actions and feedbacks through a state. Although the S-MAB also has a budget constraint which restricts the length of the action sequence that can be taken in each round, this constraint is completely different from the budget constraint in MAB with knapsacks. In the S-MAB problem, the budget is renewed after each round; and hence, does not limit the number of rounds in which a certain action can be selected as in MAB with knapsacks.
C. Adaptive Submodular Bandits
One of the most closely related prior works is the work on adaptive submodularity [17] . In this work, existence of an underlying joint state that is realized from a prior distribution before the start of the action selection process in each round is assumed. The learner is constrained to pick sequentially K of the actions in the action set in each round without replacement in order to maximize its reward. The states of the selected actions are instantly revealed to the learner; hence, at decision stage t of a round, the learner knows the states of all arms selected before stage t. The reward the learner gets at the end of a round is a submodular function of the selected arms and their states.
If we translate the above setting to our S-MAB formulation, the joint state can be viewed as a hidden state vector for actions, whose components are revealed only after the corresponding actions are taken. Hence, this is a special case of the S-MAB, where the joint state does not depend on the chosen actions and observed feedbacks.
It is shown in [17] that for adaptive submodular reward functions, a simple adaptive greedy policy (which resembles our benchmark) is 1 − 1/e approximately optimal. Hence, any learning algorithm that has sublinear regret with respect to the greedy policy is guaranteed to be approximately optimal. This work is extended to an online setting in [13] , where prior distribution over the state is unknown and only the reward of the chosen sequence of actions is observed. However, an independence assumption is imposed over action states to estimate the prior in a fast manner.
Our work differs from these works: (i) In [13] , [17] the adaptive stochastic maximization problem is considered, 6 where the goal is to select the optimal sequence of items or actions (without replacement) given a fixed budget (on the number of stages). In our formulation, the same action can be taken in different stages and the number of stages is not fixed but is adapted based on the feedback. (ii) In [13] , [17] the item states (feedbacks) are realized before the round begins. In our formulation, feedback in the current stage depends on actions and feedbacks in prior stages of the current round.
We show in Section II-D that our benchmark is approximately optimal when the reward function is adaptive monotone submodular, an action can only be selected in a single stage and the feedback related with each action is realized at the beginning of each round before action selection takes place. Hence, work on adaptive submodular learning can be viewed as a special case of the S-MAB.
Other variants such as [31] , [32] use monotone submodularity property in online resource allocation problems, where the reward of a round is evaluated based on the monotone submodular utility function of that round, which changes from round to round. The action sequence is fixed at the beginning of each round before observing the utility function. In these works, learning algorithms with sublinear regret with respect to the best (fixed) action sequence in hindsight are developed. Unlike these works, we compare the regret of S-MAB against an adaptive (not fixed) benchmark.
D. Optimization and Reinforcement Learning in Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
Our problem is also related to reinforcement learning in MDPs. Regret bounds only exists for highly structured MDPs. For instance, in [14] , [15] algorithms with logarithmic regret with respect to the optimal policy are derived for finite, positive recurrent MDPs. Episodic MDPs are studied in [33] , and sublinear regret bounds are derived assuming that the loss sequence is generated by an adversary. S-MAB differs from these works as follows : (i) the number of visited states (stages) in each round is not fixed; (ii) During a round, only feedbacks are observed and no reward observations are available for the intermediate states. Rewards of the intermediate states are only revealed at the end of the round.
In [34] PAC bounds are derived for continuous state MDPs with unknown but deterministic state transitions and geometrically discounted rewards, using a metric called policy-mistake count. In contrast, we develop regret bounds for S-MAB which hold uniformly over time for unknown, random state transitions, and undiscounted rewards.
While it is possible to translate the S-MAB into an MDP, the optimal solution cannot be found by policy iteration (PI) or value iteration (VI) because the transition probabilities are unknown. In addition to the above problems, reinforcement learning in MDPs require either computationally intractable algorithms (exponential in the length of each round) with sublinear regret or computationally tractable algorithms with linear regret (and no approximation guarantee). Moreover, model-free methods like Q-learning [35] and TD(λ) [36] will be highly inefficient due to the size of the sequence of actions that can be taken, and the sequence of feedbacks that can be observed in each round. In contrast, regret of the S-MAB depends only polynomially on the round length and logarithmically on the number of rounds. The differences between S-MAB, and optimization and reinforcement learning algorithms for MDPs are given in Table IV .
We would also like to note that S-MAB is very different from PAC learning [37] . In our context, the goal of a PAC learning algorithm will be to minimize the number of exploration rounds that is required to identify an optimal policy with probability at least 1 − δ. In contrast, the goal of the S-MAB is to maximize the total reward summed over all rounds. 
E. Online and Stochastic Convex Optimization
We will finish our discussion of the related work by differentiating S-MAB from Online Convex Optimization (OCO) and Stochastic Convex Optimization (SCO) problems.
In OCO, there is a learner which sequentially chooses actions (from a convex set) over time, and incurs a loss (from a convex function) after each chosen action. The loss function is generated by an adversary and is unknown to the learner beforehand. The goal of the learner is to minimize its regret, which is the difference between the total loss it accumulates and the loss of the best fixed action it could have followed (best fixed strategy in hindsight). Many versions of OCO exist including full feedback [38] - [40] , in which the learner observes the entire loss function after each decision step, and bandit feedback [41] , [42] , in which the learner partially observes the loss evaluated at the chosen action.
OCO and S-MAB have two fundamental differences: (i) In S-MAB, the learner selects multiple actions during a round, and the selected actions effect the actions that will be selected in future; whereas in OCO full or partial loss function is observed after every taken action, and the reward only depends on the current taken action. (ii) The regret of an S-MAB algorithm is measured with respect to the adaptive benchmark, which myopically adapts the next action to select in a round based on the previously selected actions and observed feedbacks; whereas in OCO the regret is measured with respect to the best fixed action in hindsight. While the action sequence selected by the adaptive benchmark can change from round to round based on the sequence of observed feedbacks, the action sequence selected by the benchmark of the OCO is fixed among rounds. Hence S-MAB and OCO are different both in terms of the way rewards are generated and performance is evaluated.
In SCO, the goal is to minimize a convex loss function using finite number queries obtained from a gradient oracle [43] . Numerous methods have been proposed to efficiently solve this problem, such as a batch reduction from an OCO problem and alternating direction method of multipliers based methods [44] . The differences of SCO from S-MAB are similar in flavor to that of OCO from S-MAB. In addition to this, the objective function of SCO is also different from that of OCO and S-MAB.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new class of online learning methods called Staged Multi-armed Bandits. Although the number of possible sequences of actions increases exponentially with the length of the round in an S-MAB, we proved that an efficient online learning algorithm which has expected regret that grows polynomially in the number of stages and states, and logarithmically in the number of rounds exists. This algorithm enjoys high probability confidence bounds on the expected gain of selected actions, and its regret is shown to be bounded with high probability. Possible future research directions are listed below.
• Some actions may generate feedbacks that are highly informative about the reward at the end of the round, while some actions may generate feedbacks whose effect on the reward is negligible. Differentiating the quality of the actions in terms of the informativeness of the feedbacks they generate has the potential to reduce the regret from linear in the number of actions to linear in the number of informative actions.
• In some applications of S-MAB such as clinical decision support for complex diseases, multiple actions (e.g., drugs) are required to be taken concurrently, and the feedback may only be available for the group of actions taken together, but not for the individual actions. This turns the problem into a combinatorial S-MAB, which we plan to analyze in the future.
